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  Description

  The first and one of the few vodkas to mix three grains, the unique taste created by all three grains gives Lubelska an edge in the classic vodka category. Ginger ale, tonic water and unflavord club sodas are typical soda mixes for vodka. In many places, people use standard mainstream sodas as well, particularly during gatherings where you might see 7up, Pepsi or Coca Cola on a table as a vodka mix. Final Thoughts: Which Polish vodka should you choose?
Bialy – Bocian Vodka Delivered Near You | Saucey Bialy – Bocian Vodka Delivered Near You | Saucey
Translated as a “bitter vodka for the stomach” this golden herbal vodka has hints of spices and fruits such as orange has a very unique flavor.

The production and taste of the vodka has been reliable, making it a consistent and strong vodka brand. Soplica (grain)
BIALY BOCIAN VODKA – Wodka Company
Drink ten to klasyczne połączenie wiśniowej wódki Biały Bocian i toniku z dodatkiem lodu. Aby go przygotować, wlej 40 ml wiśniówki Bocian do wysokiej szklanki, dodaj lód i dopełnij tonikiem. Kilka kropel soku z cytryny zauważalnie poprawi smak tego napoju. Dodatkowo możesz także udekorować brzeg szklanki plastrem tego cytrusa. Wyborowa vodka was one of the first majorly imported vodka brands in the 19th century. It has won numerous quality and premium vodka awards worldwide. Some of the best vodka brands in the world come from Poland, and for good reason, it’s been in their culture for generations.
Get Spirits Delivered with Saucey
This is a hit or miss vodka, with those who try it either love it or aren’t particularly fond of it. Flavored Vodkas First noticeable for its unique artistic bottle, U’luvka is a mix of wheat, barley and rye. With subtle notes of grains, vanilla and just a hint of sweetness, this luxury vodka has taken out all the stops to stand out among the crowd. While the most popular type is the clear vodka, there are several flavors that are found worldwide, which vary by location. Transit time is 1 - 2 working days. 1 day for England and Wales, 1-2 days for Scotland & Northern Ireland and up to 5 days for remote islands & off-shore.
Vodka from Poland-Your Complete Guide to Polish  Best Polish Vodka from Poland-Your Complete Guide to Polish 
This vodka also has a long fascinating history and was a household name in Poland, and the most imported Polish vodka in the early 19th century. Polish vodka has to be made in Poland and have only water or another flavoring that can be added such as sugar, dyes or other aroma producing agents.Interesting note about the water, it has to be purified and minerals have to be taken out of the water as well. There are several different kinds, and one of our favorites is a Polish potato vodka that is named after a famous composer! Chopin (Gluten free) If you’re not decided one way or another, you can chill a vodka bottle in the fridge or freezer, which is a faster method and you don’t have to worry as vodka does not freeze. While not as popular as grain vodkas, potato vodkas from Poland contain some of the best vodkas in the world. Their distinct flavor results in some of the best tasting vodkas in Poland.
Get Beer Delivered with Saucey
This is a popular vodka but a bit on the expensive side (for Polish vodka) but that’s mainly because of its clean, smooth and refreshing taste. It’s light and almost completely tasteless, thus making it one of the most popular premium vodka choices.
Wodka | Polski Sklep Online
For quality vodka, Chopin is a great choice, and its line of wheat, rye and potato as well as gluten free gives you the choices you need. Distilled four times from potatoes, Chopin vodka has been internationally recognized for its superb taste which resulted in the vodka ranking in the 90th percentile for all vodkas worldwide. The “Oak Vodka” has a distinct herbal taste and is a combination of sweet and spicy with hints of pepper and vanilla.
Get Loose Tobacco Delivered with Saucey
If you are drinking vodka and it’s a bit harsh for you, adding some ice or watering it down can be helpful. The Ultimate List of Best Polish Vodkas Grain Vodkas (Wheat, Rye, Barley) It has a rich flavor palate: rich, nutty, delicate notes of Brazil nut with a long lasting finish. Absolwent (grain) The vodka was named after the Belweder presidential palace in Warsaw and has been endorsed and celebrated by celebrities, sports stars and companies worldwide.
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        Shipping from UK.

      

      We do our best to ensure that the products that you order are delivered to you in full and according to your specifications. However, should you receive an incomplete order, or items different from the ones you ordered, or there is some other reason why you are not satisfied with the order, you may return the order, or any products included in the order, and receive a full refund for the items. View full return policy
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                    Fruugo in other countries

                    	Australia
	Austria
	Bahrain
	Belgium
	Canada
	China
	Czechia
	Denmark
	Egypt
	Finland
	France
	Germany
	Greece
	Hungary
	India
	Ireland
	Israel
	Italy
	Japan
	Luxembourg
	Malaysia
	Netherlands
	New Zealand
	Norway
	Philippines
	Poland
	Portugal
	Qatar
	Romania
	Saudi Arabia
	Singapore
	Slovakia
	South Africa
	South Korea
	Spain
	Sweden
	Switzerland
	Turkey
	United Arab Emirates
	United Kingdom
	United States
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